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About This Game

Ready to give up?
Ready to rage?

In 'Alien Hostage' you must complete all challenges given to you by the human scientists who have trapped you on Earth. The
only way to escape and travel back to your home is by completing every single one of their challenges, every dangerous rage

inducing stage.
Each consecutive stage will become more difficult. We can guarantee that you will rage unless you can become a master at

controlling your UFO.

Collect all the props to proceed to the next stage. Buy upgrades in the human's upgrade store.
Destroy your ship and watch it shatter into small fragments.

Some levels have more to them than just collecting props to proceed, for example, some stages might have small puzzles you
must complete.

If you think what I've told you so far sounds hard then your going to love this next part...
The human scientists also have specially designed super weapons to prevent you from reaching your home.
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Can you do it?
Can you make it back Home?
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Item selection is done using the right controller. Item previewing and manipulation is done using the left controller.
Teleportation is done by pressing the right controller's grip buttons. Pick room layout #3, teleport over to the balcony, then
select various sky boxes. That'll win you over. The graphics and lighting look fantastic. If you have a decent graphics card, you
can build yourself a pretty sweet pad. I couldn't get any of the video or music streaming to work, but it probably just requires I
give it some more investigation. Either way, I'd say it's a great start!. There's soo much board interferance, flashy particles,
animations mid-combat, mashing of colors and shapes, it makes it really difficult to keep track of any shapes or focus'd on the
game.

Not a fan of the buying gems with real cash either, that alone will stop me playing it. Level playing field for all or not at all..
This game is amazing. One of the best VR games i've ever played. The new survival mode is fantastic and includes a lot of
gameplay for that low of a price. I recommend anyone who has a VR to buy this game. I personally love this game and if you
buy it, then you should and WILL love this game. This game has a story mode which is different from all other VR story mode
games. Also, like I said earlier, there is the brand new "Survival Mode," which is a different game mode that ALL other VR
games and the other VR games will not have as good of a survival mode as Crowe's. All in all, this game is fantastic and is now
my favorite VR game in the world of steam.. Nice! I Like it!. This game could be a lot more than what it is.

Unfortunately it simply ended up as one of the most boring "games" where you can't do anything and nothing really happens.
Also, those spaced out 'scary' parts are just not enough to keep anyone away from falling asleep.

The voices are great tho.. A roguelike unlike any other. Every update adds new bizarre hyperbolic worlds to explore.. Really
nice dlc. I really like this game. Most important thing to note- The main focus of the game is the puzzles, not action or adventure
or the storyline.

It is definitely repetitive and some of the puzzles are very easy, but sometimes collecting everything can be quite challenging.
The blocks that can only be moved once add to the difficulty levels, sometimes you need to restart the level several times in
order to move just those blocks into the right places.

Each individual level is very short. I play a couple when I have some time, while drinking coffee or waiting for something to
cook. It is not a game that should be played every day or for hours on end. Playing a couple levels a couple times a week also
stretches out the gameplay. Steam says I've played 4.2 hours over 2 months or so, and I've only just completed the first world.

The controls are extremely simple- I use both the keyboard and the mouse depending on which blocks I need to move. Because I
often have long time periods away from the game, the simplicity helps when I return to playing. I spelling errors don't really
bother me because there's very few messages during gameplay,

If you like puzzles, this is a cute, quick game to fill some free time.. The first floor is stunning. We need more VR apps like
this! I originally bought it so I could do a joke review that would reference a game that had a VR art museum in it, but it was
legitimagely badass. I loved the ancient civilizations exhibit! The second floor wasn't as great and the elevator gave me slight
motion sickness, but that's down to personal taste, not a lack of quality. Definitely check this out!
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its very nice add on id have say so my self
:). I think it gives you permanant brain damage and only has one class with different reskins and one enemy with two reskins but
at least it has a cool vaporwave aesthetic and a killer soundtrack. This is absolutely great! , am not an artist and i did some great
animations on it. Brick breakers fans, get it ! You will never find better for this price!. Full of glitches. Many require reload
from save or restart. Walking around on the outside of the game design after falling through wall or floor really is not
interesting. This is even worse than most of the early games. Junk Junk. Developer needs to go back to school for a loooooooong
time.. This game is a classic. When my wife starts playing this I have to beg her for my computer back. It's fun, challenging, and
addicting. Great game to kill time when you don't have enough of it to play a real game.. good puzzle game. Ayy that's pretty
good. Very simple yet intuitive game, the fundamentals keep the game clever and fast paced. Would recommend it to all types
of gamers.
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